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He's never going to stop... Stalking the streets of Prague, James Ryker is on the hunt for justice when he hears a news report of a
murder in rural England. Big problem. He knows the victim. Ten years ago, in Qatar, Ryker led a team of assassins to kill him. He
thought they had. So how has a man Ryker thought dead for over a decade suddenly resurfaced? Travelling across the globe,
Ryker sets off on a quest to discover the truth from that fateful night in Qatar. When he realises that his old team members are
now under threat from a ruthless female assassin, he knows his problems have only just started. In a race against time, Ryker
must work out who is behind the killings and evade the assassin before he becomes the next victim...
Smuggled to the Middle East as a child. Trained as one of the most elite insurgents of his generation. Forced to do things no one
should, for a cause he couldn't believe in. But as his brothers were preparing to kill, he was looking for a way out. Now, on the eve
of the deadliest coordinated attacks the world has ever seen, he'll finally get his chance. He will break free and hunt down those
who made him a monster. He must draw on all his training to survive. He is SLEEPER 13. SLEEPER 13 is a fast-paced thriller
filled with twists and turns and intrigue that will appeal to readers of big-hitting thrillers such as NOMAD, ORPHAN X, THE
BOURNE IDENTITY and globe-trotting spy thriller I AM PILGRIM.
Now in one ebook volume: All five thrillers in the internationally bestselling series that is “a must read for fans of Lee Child and
Robert Ludlum” (Chelleʼs Book Reviews). The author of the Enemy series, Sleeper 13, and the DI Dani Stephens series delivers
fast-paced, globe-trotting thrillers full of breathless action featuring secret agent James Ryker. The Red Cobra Ryker thought he
had started a new life away from the chaos and violence. But when the fingerprints of a murdered woman in Spain match those of
an infamous female assassin, heʼs drawn back into the game. The Black Hornet What would you do if the love of your life
vanished without a trace? If youʼre ex-intelligence agent James Ryker you search for the answers whatever the cost, however
much blood and sacrifice it takes . . . The Silver Wolf Still tormented by the disappearance of his wife, ex-intelligence agent James
Ryker sets out on a personal mission of revenge, prepared to go to any lengths in search of the truth. Ryker wants blood, and one
way or another heʼll get it. The Green Viper Ryker receives a coded message through a secret drop point, a means of
communication known only to him and one other person. The problem is, that person is his ex-boss, Mackie . . . and heʼs already
dead. The White Scorpion Assigned to join a crew of elite security personnel in Africa, Rykerʼs mission objective is to protect
British interests in the region. To that end, he must infiltrate the close protection team of the government of Chabon, a country with
a dark and violent past.
After being seriously wounded in the 1939 Polish campaign, Rochus Misch was invited to join Hitler's SS-bodyguard. There he
served until the war's end as Hitler's bodyguard, courier, orderly and finally as Chief of Communications. On the Berghof terrace
he watched Eva Braun organize parties; observed Heinrich Himmler and Albert Speer; and monitored telephone conversations
from Berlin to the East Prussian FHQ on 20 July 1944 after the attempt on Hitler's life. Towards the end Misch was drawn into the
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Fhrerbunker with the last of the 'faithful'. As defeat approached, he remained in charge of the bunker switchboard as his duty
required, even after Hitler committed suicide.Misch knew Hitler as the private man and his position was one of unconditional
loyalty. His memoirs offer an intimate view of life in close attendance to Hitler and of the endless hours deep inside the bunker;
and provide new insights into military events such as Hitler's initial feelings that the 6th Army should pull out of Stalingrad. Shortly
before he died Misch wrote a new introduction for this first-ever English-language edition. The book also contains new introduction
by Roger Moorhouse.
The Red Cobra
I Am Kami
The Greyhound Stud Book
Noble Beginnings
The Black Hornet
Hollywood 1963-1976 chronicles the upheaval and innovation that took place in the American film
industry during an era of pervasive cultural tumult. Exploring the many ideologies embraced by
an increasingly diverse Hollywood, Casper offers a comprehensive canon, covering the period's
classics as well as its brilliant but overlooked masterpieces. A broad overview and analysis of
one of American film's most important and innovative periods Offers a new, more expansive take
on the accepted canon of the era Includes films expressing ideologies contrary to the
misremembered leftist slant Explores and fully contextualizes the dominant genres of the 60s and
70s
One perfect family. One deadly secret. One killer on the loose. Annie and Terry Eccles seemed to
have it all, until one night they are brutally murdered in their bed. Called in to head up the
case, DI Dani Stephens delves into the couple’s past, quickly realising that beneath the
comfortable veneer of this apparently golden family, lies uncomfortable truths. But when Dani
finds her own safety threatened, it becomes clear that someone wants those truths to remain
hidden – whatever it takes... Perfect for fans of Stuart Macbride and Peter James, this is a
completely original and utterly unputdownable crime thriller from a modern master.
Dance with the Enemy is the action-packed and gripping first chapter in the highly-acclaimed and
bestselling Enemy series of espionage thrillers featuring Carl Logan.
Amid the chaos of a violent crisis in an African nation, a former spy fights to prevent millions
of deaths . . . Rule number one for an agent of the secretive JIA is to follow orders, no matter
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what. But James Ryker has never cared much for rules. He only wants to do what’s right. When
he’s assigned to join a crew of elite security personnel in Chabon, Africa, Ryker’s mission
objective is clouded by politics and obfuscation, and he knows only that to protect British
interests in the region, he has to infiltrate the close protection team of the government of
Chabon, a country with a dark and violent past. Arriving in Chabon’s crumbling capital,
Kilpassa, Ryker finds a country on the brink of civil war. A growing civilian rebellion
threatens peace, with claims of atrocities committed by both sides, including the frail
government run by enigmatic President Benyu—a former military general who took control of the
country in a violent coup. As he’s drawn into Benyu’s inner circle, it soon becomes clear to
Ryker that in Chabon, the lines between good and bad, and right and wrong, are nearly impossible
to identify. With a crisis of epic proportions unfolding before his eyes, Ryker knows one thing
for sure: With or without the backing of his superiors, he must take drastic action, and
quickly, or risk putting millions of innocent lives in danger.
American Kennel Club Stud Book Register
Murder at the Book Club
The Silver Wolf
Hitler's Last Witness
Years of Revolution and Reaction
The James Ryker Series Books One to Five
World War Two has ended a few years earlier and the Cold War is starting when Brett Manning is sent to do some
business in Archangel. But on his way, in the thick fog and darkness of the Barents Sea, his ship is run down by a
much larger vessel. Only Brett and one other man are picked up, and they now find themselves on board a Russian
freighter bound for a secret destination. Slowly it dawns on Brett and his companion that they now know too much for
their own good and that their very lives are in danger. But how do you escape from a ship at sea?
Hunt for the Enemy is the breathtaking and action-packed finale to the bestselling Enemy series of espionage thrillers
featuring Carl Logan. Praise for Rob Sinclair and Hunt for the Enemy: "an excellent action thriller, perfect for fans of
Jack Reacher and Ben Hope ... a great series" - Victoria Goldman (Off The Shelf Book Reviews) "Logan is back and
this time it is personal ... a spectacular finale to the trilogy" - Claire Knight (crimebookjunkie.co.uk) "fast paced and
gripping ... highly tense" - Sarah Hardy (By The Letter Book Reviews) "The pace is relentless ... a brilliant story
line" - Treebeard (Breakaway Reviewers) "fast paced and complex plot, full of action, suspense and thrills ... a great
story arc" - Cathy Ryan (Between The Lines Book Blog) "fast paced and intriguing as ever ... one of those you just
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don't want to put down" - Liz Barnsley (Liz Loves Books Blog) Book Description: The Hunt is on... They've erased
his past. Wiped out his very existence. But Carl Logan isn't finished yet. On the run in a harsh Russian winter, Logan
- once an invaluable asset but now branded a traitor - has been framed for murder. His own firm, the secretive Joint
Intelligence Agency, have labeled him a rogue operative after two decades of loyal service. The agency is hunting
him down... and they're not the only ones. But there's much more at stake than just Logan's life. One by one, agents
and informants from all sides, all allegiances, are dying. And Carl Logan is the only man who can put a stop to it, once
and for all.
September 1999: A series of apartment bombings in Moscow are blamed on Chechen terrorist. Oleg Kraskin, on the
Russian president's personal staff, has no idea how the bombings will alter the course of world events. September
2001: Following the events of 9/11, Marcus Ryker enlists in the Marines, eventually joining the Secret Service and
working his way up to the Presidential Protection Detail. Now: The President is distracted by tensions in North Korea
and Iran, as a new Russian president feverishly consolidates power, silences his opposition, and plots a brazen and
lightning-fast military strike that could rupture the NATO alliance and bring Washington and Moscow to the brink of
nuclear war. And Kraskin and Ryker will cross paths ...
The second book in the hugely popular Danny Black series by the creator of the hit TV show Strikeback. Their
operations are deniable. Their skill is deadly. SAS hero Danny Black is recruited to an assassination squad directed to
hunt down and kill terrorist cells in a gripping thriller from the man who knows what it's like at the front line. The
suicide bomb strikes central London. The trail leads first to a hate cleric in a North London mosque, and his
connections to a devout Saudi prince with a taste for hookers, drugs and booze. But it's only when Danny tracks down
his target to a training camp in the Yemen that he finds there may be a connection a hell of a lot closer to home.
The History of Bucks County, Pennsylvania
Hunter Killer
In Pursuit of Platinum
A Jack Noble Novel
An Addictive, Fast Paced Thriller with a Nail Biting Twist
Renegade

Mike Maden exploded onto the military action scene with his blistering Drone. Now he returns with another
electrifying novel featuring hero Troy Pearce. Rare earth minerals have been found in the remote Saharan
desert—and a rush of powerful nations converge to mine them. But the territory belongs to the Tuaregs—fierce
warriors who are battling the Malian government for their independence. With a vested interest in the rare elements,
the Chinese offer to help the Malian government fight Page
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backfires and the fighting renews in intensity as Al Qaeda joins the fray. In the dead center of the chaos are Troy
Pearce's closest friend and a mysterious woman from his past. Deploying his team and the newest drones to rescue
his friends and save the rebellion, Troy discovers that he may need more that technology to survive the battle and
root out the real puppet masters behind the Tuareg genocide....
An ex-spy takes on terrorists and a quest for revenge in a thriller spanning from the Mexican coast to the UK . . . Still
tormented by the disappearance of his wife, ex-intelligence agent James Ryker sets out on a personal mission of
revenge, prepared to go to any lengths in search of the truth. The trail takes him from the crystal waters of Mexico’s
Caribbean coast, back to a place he thought he would never set foot again—his country of birth, England. But there he
discovers more than he bargained for. As he stumbles across a terrorist attack targeted against his old
employers—the secretive Joint Intelligence Agency—the faint clues to many events in his recent past are all
seemingly linked to one mysterious character: The Silver Wolf. But just who is the Silver Wolf, and why is he hell bent
on punishing not just Ryker, but his closest allies at the JIA too? Has Ryker finally met his match? As skilled as Jason
Bourne, as no-nonsense as Jack Reacher, James Ryker delivers in another heart-pounding, globe-trotting thriller.
Praise for the bestselling novels of Rob Sinclair: “This is a real page-turner, impossible to put down.” —Publishers
Weekly
James Ryker stumbles into a chilling conspiracy in a small Norwegian town . . . Travelling through frozen north
Norway, Ryker isn’t looking for trouble, but he has a habit of finding it. After a near miss on the road with a young
moped driver, a local policeman assists the teenager and encourages Ryker on his way. But when Ryker travels to the
nearby small town of Blodstein—only to be warded off by the locals when he asks questions about the boy he nearly
killed—his instincts as a longtime intelligence agent fire. Ryker is determined to find out who the boy is, and where he
has gone, but soon finds himself pulling at the edges of a conspiracy that threatens to erupt with blood and violence.
Unless he can determine the truth and put an end to it all. But as the outsider, is there anyone he can trust? Praise for
Rob Sinclair’s thrillers: “A must read for fans of Lee Child and Robert Ludlum.” —Chelle’s Book Reviews “Twists you
just don’t see coming.” —David’s Book Blurg “A real page-turner, impossible to put down.” —Publishers Weekly
Three unmissable espionage thrillers in one great-value ebook. “If you love the Bourne series then you absolutely
have to read the James Ryker series.” —My Chestnut Reading Tree The Red Cobra Ex-intelligence agent James Ryker
wants nothing more than to start a new life away from chaos, violence, destruction, and deceit. But his short-lived
idyll is destroyed when the fingerprints of a murdered woman in Spain match those of a former adversary who’s been
missing and presumed dead for years: an infamous female assassin. “Will grab you round the throat and not let you
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go until the very last page, with an OMFG ending . . . a must read for fans of Lee Child and Robert Ludlum.” —Chelle’s
Book Review The Black Hornet What do you do when the love of your life vanishes without a trace? If you’re James
Ryker you search for the answers whatever the cost, however much blood and sacrifice it takes—even if it means
getting on the wrong side of a notorious Mexican drug lord. “With yet more twists and turns this is another action
packed read that is a commendable follow up to what was an amazing start to a series.” —bytheletterbookreviews
The Silver Wolf Following the trail of his missing wife from the crystal waters of Mexico’s Caribbean coast back to
England, the country of his birth, Ryker discovers more than he bargained for. The faint clues to many events in his
recent past are all seemingly linked to one mysterious character: The Silver Wolf. “It has everything you’d want in an
espionage thriller—a tight twisty plot, great characters, horrible villains and surprise twists.” —Between the Lines
Tripwire
A Gripping Crime Mystery that Will Keep You Guessing
Hollywood Film 1963-1976
Rise of the Enemy
The Red Cobra, The Black Hornet, and The Silver Wolf
Marvel Weddings
Written by a trio of experts, this is the definitive reference on the Apollo spacecraft and lunar modules. It traces the
design of the vehicles, their development, and their operation in space. More than 100 photographs and illustrations
highlight the text, which begins with NASA's origins and concludes with the triumphant Apollo 11 moon mission.
An Alabama boy s innocence is shaken by murder and madness in the 1960s South in this novel by the New York
Times‒bestselling author of Swan Song. It s 1964 in idyllic Zephyr, Alabama. People either work for the paper mill
up the Tecumseh River, or for the local dairy. It s a simple life, but it stirs the impressionable imagination of twelveyear-old aspiring writer Cory Mackenson. He s certain he s sensed spirits whispering in the churchyard. He s heard
of the weird bootleggers who lurk in the dark outside of town. He s seen a flood leave Main Street crawling with
snakes. Cory thrills to all of it as only a young boy can. Then one morning, while accompanying his father on his milk
route, he sees a car careen off the road and slowly sink into fathomless Saxon s Lake. His father dives into the icy
water to rescue the driver, and finds a beaten corpse, naked and handcuffed to the steering wheel̶a copper wire
tightened around the stranger s neck. In time, the townsfolk seem to forget all about the unsolved murder. But Cory
and his father can t. Their search for the truth is a journey into a world where innocence and evil collide. What lies
before them is the stuff of fear and awe, magic and madness, fantasy and reality. As Cory wades into the deep end of
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Zephyr and all its mysteries, he ll discover that while the pleasures of childish things fade away, growing up can be a
strange and beautiful ride. Strongly echoing the childhood-elegies of King and Bradbury, and every bit their
equal, Boy s Life, a winner of both the Bram Stoker and World Fantasy Awards, represents a brilliant blend of
mystery and rich atmosphere, the finest work of one of today s most accomplished writers (Kirkus Reviews).
A mysterious message sends ex-spy James Ryker to New York̶where he s caught between the FBI and a mob war . .
. I need your help. Call me. Ex-intelligence agent James Ryker receives a coded message through a secret drop point, a
means of communication known only to him and one other person. The problem is, that person is his ex-boss, Mackie .
. . and he s already dead. But the cry for help is real, and it s a request Ryker can t refuse. Traveling to New York
alone and without official sanction, Ryker has a single goal in mind, yet even he couldn t have bargained for the
violent world he s soon embroiled in. Caught in the middle of spiraling chaos, with the FBI on one side and warring
underworld bosses on the other, Ryker must put all of his skills to the test in order to come out on top and keep his
word. In a world full of lies and deceit, loyalty is everything, and it s time for James Ryker to pay his dues
Apprehended while on a routine mission in Russia, agent Carl Logan suspects that members of his own Joint
Intelligence Agency may be behind his capture.
The James Ryker Trilogy
The NASA History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft to 1969
My Dance Through Darkness Into Light
Past Echoes
The Apollo Spacecraft
A Chronology
The secret agent returns in an action-packed thriller that’s “an adrenaline shot right to the heart.” Over a million books sold in the
original series! (The Best Thriller Books) James Ryker, a veteran intelligence agent now freelancer, working for the secretive Joint
Intelligence agency on an op-by-op basis, finds himself embroiled in a complicated mission that will test him to his limit. When a
simple surveillance mission goes awry and the key target is kidnapped in broad daylight in a busy London square, Ryker knows he
has his work cut out. Ryker is tasked with figuring out what went wrong. But when his good friend Sam Moreno disappears without
a trace, the mission becomes more personal than he could have imagined. Torn between toeing the government line, and finding
the answers he needs, Ryker realizes there’s only one way to find those responsible and to punish them . . . His way. “Rob Sinclair
knows how to keep things fresh—constantly dropping Ryker into new situations and turning his life completely upside down. The
pace is kept at a healthy high throughout, and Ryker is a brilliantly believable character to get behind . . . Great fun—and an easy
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read that kept me gripped and racing through the pages.” —The Page Is Printed “The book is fast-paced and deftly plotted, with a
few twists that will certainly keep the readers on their toes. With mounting suspense, relentless action and a fair amount of
violence, I felt pretty exhausted by the end! . . . entertaining, action-packed and thrilling, a real page-turner.” —The Curious Ginger
Cat
A former spy is framed for murder in Mexico in this action-packed thriller by the bestselling author of the Enemy series. What
would you do if the love of your life vanished without a trace? If you’re ex-intelligence agent James Ryker, you search for the
answers whatever the cost, however much blood and sacrifice it takes . . . Six months ago Lisa was taken from Ryker, and he’ll
stop at nothing to find out who is responsible and why. Following a trail to Mexico, the ex-Joint Intelligence Agency asset soon
finds himself in the firing line of enemies he long thought he’d left behind. Set up for the murder of a former informant, Ryker is
thrown into a crumbling jail run by The Black Hornet, the notorious leader of a Mexican drug cartel. But what connects the cartel to
the informant’s murder, and to Lisa’s disappearance? And just who is the mystery American claiming he can help Ryker in his hour
of need?
From a #1 bestselling author, a fast, furious thriller in which Jake Boulder takes on a personal mission—and a professional killer.
Tasked with finding a beneficiary and revealing a dead woman’s secret, Jake Boulder travels from Colorado to New York with his
girlfriend Taylor. He also has a personal mission: to find his estranged father. The old man may not be good for much, but he could
be source of a life-saving transfusion for an ailing family member. Once there, Boulder becomes embroiled in a web of mystery,
deceit, and violence that sees him pitted against a professional assassin known only as The Mortician. Boulder will have to use
every drop of his courage and cunning to survive the chaos that envelops him . . . “A hero who is as sharp with his wits, and his
tongue, as he is with his fists.” —Matt Hilton, bestselling author of the Joe Hunter novels
James Ryker thought he had started a new life away from the chaos and violence. He couldn't have been more wrong. Carl Logan
dedicated nearly twenty years of his life to the Joint Intelligence Agency. Now living in a secret location, under the new identify of
James Ryker, he wants nothing more than to be left alone, the chance to start a new life away from chaos, violence, destruction
and deceit. It’s not long, however, before Ryker’s short-lived idyll is destroyed when he is tracked down by Peter Winter, his exboss at the JIA. Winter brings with him news of the murder of a woman in Spain, Kim Walker, whose fingerprints match those of
one of Ryker’s former adversaries who’s been missing presumed dead for years— an infamous female assassin known as the
Red Cobra. A cyber attack at the JIA led to the Red Cobra’s profile being compromised, and Winter believes JIA agents may now
be at risk too, Ryker included. But Ryker knew the elusive Red Cobra better than anyone, and when he sees the grisly pictures of
Kim Walker’s corpse, he has news for Winter—she isn't the assassin at all ... So just who is the mystery dead woman? And where
is the real Red Cobra? The Red Cobra is a fast-paced thriller filled with twists and turns and intrigue that will appeal to readers of
big-hitting thrillers by the likes of Lee Child, Mark Dawson, L.T. Ryan and David Baldacci, and with echoes in its plotting and
breadth of the globe-trotting spy thriller, I Am Pilgrim. Rob Sinclair is the author of the highly-acclaimed and bestselling Enemy
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series of espionage thrillers featuring Carl Logan. The Red Cobra is the first installment in the explosive and best-selling James
Ryker series. Rob is also the author of the stand-alone thriller, Dark Fragments. Also now available in the James Ryker Series:
The Black Hornet The Silver Wolf The Green Viper What everyone is saying about the international best-selling James Ryker
Series "Brilliant from start to finish." —David Baird "A book worth reading, it will quicken your pulse and leave you breathless at
times." —Richard Latham "Fast pace, plenty of action, compelling storyline." —David Liscio "Fast paced and keeps you on the
edge of your seat with intriguing characters that just add to the story." —Lynn C. "If you are into espionage, thrillers and suspense
then this is the author for you!" —Paul Howard
The Kremlin Conspiracy
Chariots for Apollo
The White Scorpion
The Memoirs of Hitler's Bodyguard
The Bonds of Blood
Hunt for the Enemy

'BRILLIANT! EXCITING! SUSPENSEFUL!' A ROLLERCOASTER CHASE PURSUED BY RUTHLESS NAZIS THE
SECRET THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO FIND OUT Voted #1 on Goodreads Best WWII Fiction and Biography An
action-packed thriller that keeps you wondering right to the end – and beyond. As the Germans are about to
invade Paris in 1940 American Ben Peters attempts to smuggle a fortune in platinum out of the city in the
legendary Bullion Bentley. But the Bentley is carrying an even more valuable human cargo, a mysterious
Frenchwoman escaping with her young son and a secret that could change the course of the Second World War.
Alena and Ben are the targets of Hitler’s ruthless investigator, whose family will be executed if he fails. His
orders are to silence Alena before she can reveal her secret; capture her young son and take him back to Berlin;
and recover the Banque de France’s platinum. As they flee their hunter, they experience the stark and tragic
realities of war and the raw emotions of two heroes living on the edge of fear. And not everything is as it seems.
Who is Alena and what is her secret that could destroy everything Adolf Hitler and the Nazis stand for? In
Pursuit Of Platinum will be enjoyed by readers of WWII historical fiction authors Robert Harris, Alan Furst, Ken
Follett and Len Deighton and lovers of espionage thriller writers David Baldacci, Daniel Silva, Nelson DeMille,
Vince Flynn and Lee Child. The first book in Vic Robbie’s successful Ben Peters WWII series, it sets the pattern
for the fast-paced, action-packed intrigue emulated in his subsequent books, Paradise Gold and The Girl with
the Silver Stiletto, that reviewers praised as ‘Brilliant! Exciting! Suspenseful!’ WHAT READERS AND
REVIEWERS ARE SAYING Enjoyed the book immensely. Hard to put it down. Plenty of action, romance and
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international intrigue. A well -deserved 5-star book! – Richard Small The opening pages grab and don't let go! A
great WWII novel – Bros Washburn Absolutely riveting. I read it end to end and way into the night. Look forward
to more – Rabinder Sikand LOVED it. More please. Thanks! – John S Webb Unputdownable. An enthralling read.
It would make a blockbuster film. It leaves the reader wondering right to the end – and afterwards – Jon Marcus
Holds the reader's attention from start to finish. – Sara from Essex Read it in two sittings. Gripped me from start
to finish. Made an excellent Xmas present for my dad and my father-in-law who absolutely loved it too! Can’t
wait for your next book – Nic Hindle Really enjoyed the style. Well-developed characters that truly came alive in
my mind. The pace of the story was good and the pursuit across Europe felt knowledgeable and well
constructed – Simon P Butler This builds and is gripping. It would make a good film. Enjoyable and well written. I
would recommend this book – Fiona Lever Very enjoyable book. If you like reading Alan Furst and Phillip Kerr
you will like this book. More than the other authors i mentioned he gets to the point of the story and it moves
quickly – Richard A Fisk Jr Based on historical facts, I enjoyed reading this version of history. I recommend the
book to any one who likes historical fiction – Jack M Cook Non-stop action with a thrilling ending. Can not wait
for the next one! – R M Love For readers of WWII fiction I recommend this book. The story plot is very intresting
and exciting. One of the best I have read. – Patricia A Wilson
The James Ryker TrilogyThe Red Cobra, The Black Hornet, and The Silver WolfOpen Road Media
Traces the friendship between a boy and a bear in the rugged Alaskan Territory.
Against all odds, Aydin Torkal - aka Sleeper 13 - broke free from the terrorist group that took him as a child and
raised him into a life of violence and hate. In the two years since, he's been tracking and killing all those
responsible. But he's not done yet. Now living a secret life in London, he receives a surprise visit from Rachel
Cox of MI6. She needs his help to infiltrate a sinister new terrorist cell who've taken root in the USA. Aydin is
initially reluctant. But when he learns that a member of the group is the brother of Aziz Al-Addad, 'the Teacher'
responsible for Aydin's horrific upbringing, his mind is changed. Aydin thought he'd broken free from life as an
insurgent. But in order to scupper their deadly plans, he must now convince the world's most dangerous
terrorist cell that he's one of them. He must do it before the world suffers another deadly attack. He will have to
do it on his own. He is IMPOSTER 13.
The Art of Watching Films
The Essence of Evil
Overwatch
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Boy's Life
Imposter 13
Blue Warrior
In March of 2002, while the eyes of the world focused on Afghanistan, Jack Noble finds himself on the outskirts of
Baghdad, Iraq. A Marine in name only, Jack is on-loan to the CIA. Normally an integral part of the team, he finds
that he is nothing more than a security detail in Iraq.Jack and his partner Bear have a run-in with four CIA special
agents over the treatment of an Iraqi family. Within hours Jack and Bear are detained.All Jack wanted was to finish
his enlistment and move on with his life. All he did was intervene and save a family from unwarranted violence at
the hands of four CIA agents. But he soon discovers that he did far more than intervene. He has placed himself
dead square in the middle of a conspiracy that reaches the highest levels of the U.S. government.Other Jack Noble
Books:Noble Intentions: Episode 1 (free) - amazon.com/dp/B0087A3FEINoble Intentions Season One (Episodes 1 5) - amazon.com/dp/B0092ETUTCNoble Intentions: Season Two (Episodes 6-10) - amazon.com/dp/B00AVMTF8U/A
Deadly Distance (Jack Noble #2) - amazon.com/dp/B00B8548LSSoon to be released:Noble Intentions: Episode 11 April, 2013Never Go Home (Jack Noble #3) - Summer, 2013
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Fantastic four #150 and annual Incredible Haulk Ŀ
Avengers #59-60 and Amazing Spider-man annual #21 and X-men #30"--P. 2 of cover.
He’s your attacker. He’s a murderer. He’s your twin. When DI Dani Stephens returns to work after an attack that
almost ended her life, she’s quickly plunged into a horrific new case, as dead bodies are discovered on the streets
of Birmingham. But with no link between the victims, Dani has to get inside the killer’s mind - so turns to the
murderer she knows best. Her own twin brother... But what makes a psychopath? Can understanding her twin help
her find a murderer who leaves no trace? As the circle closes on Dani, the clock is ticking and she needs a
breakthrough – before she becomes the latest victim. A heart-stopping crime thriller that fans of Peter James and
Mark Billingham won’t be able to put down.
Something bad is brewing among a friendly group of book lovers: “A deliciously Agatha Christie-style mystery that
sucks you in from the first page.” —Sibel Hodge, bestselling author of Look Behind You Imagine nine women
meeting. Tea and cake are on the coffee table. They’ve come together to share their love of books. They are
friends. They trust each other. It’s a happy gathering. What could be more harmless? Then scratch the surface and
look closer. One is lonely. One is desperate. And one of them is a killer. When the body of a woman is discovered
on a Cambridge common, DCI Barrett and DI Palmer are called in to investigate. But the motive behind the crime
isn’t clear—and it all leads back to a book club. As the lies, volatile friendships, and tension among the group rise
to the surface, DCI Barrett and DI Palmer must work out the motive and track down a cold-blooded killer. But just
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when they think they’re on the right track, a twist in the plot throws them off course . . . “Will keep readers
guessing till the very end!” —J.A. Baker, bestselling author of The Other Mother “A deliciously devilish whodunit!”
—Robert Bryndza, bestselling author of the Detective Erika Foster series
Danny Black Thriller 2
The Shocking Secret of World War II
Reed Montgomery
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The Rules of Murder
Sleeper 13
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